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q: is there any kind of an upgrade to quickload v3.8? a: yes, of course there is. quickload/quicktarget, the data updates and quickdesign will be updated to include the latest information in the.408 cheytac cartridge. however, i will be
the only one to update the program. if you want to upgrade you will need to purchase a new external dvd/cd drive. (inexpensively available at many retail online or big-box stores). the software is amazing. it not only has saved

components, but quite literally, probably a life or two. i purchased the program mainly for developing a load for a.408 cheytac. not a single load manual has data for the.408. an internet search turned up a few loads that sounded good,
but when they were put into quickload (this is after i tuned the program for the powder that was used) they would have more than likely blown the rifle up!! proceeding slowly using quickload as a guide, it was evident from serious

pressure signs on the brass, that quickload was correct and the internet is full of mis-information. the software is amazing. it not only has saved components, but quite literally, probably a life or two. i purchased the program mainly for
developing a load for a.408 cheytac. not a single load manual has data for the.408. an internet search turned up a few loads that sounded good, but when they were put into quickload (this is after i tuned the program for the powder)

they would have more than likely blown the rifle up!! proceeding slowly using quickload as a guide, it was evident from serious pressure signs on the brass, that quickload was correct and the internet is full of mis-information.

Quickload Database Update CD V3.8 64 Bit

the quickload program is one of those programs that you will always have to run when running the quickload update. the reason is that the update process will always require the quickload database to be running. it cannot be run while
the quickload database is not running. if you are running windows 7, you may need to purchase an .net framework 3.5 from microsoft to use the quickload database update. it is free if you are running windows vista and windows xp.
(download from microsoft's web site.) the update utility requires that you have a version of windows installed. you may need to update your microsoft windows operating system to a version that supports 64-bit processes. if you are

using the 32-bit version of windows, you will need to download the 32-bit version. no matter what version of quickload you have installed, if you have any version of quickload database, you will need to run the quickload update utility.
you will need to download a version of the quickload database program from aqua systems and run the quickload update utility. the following is an example of the process to run the quickload update utility from the aquasoft site:
whenever you run the.exe file you have purchased, it will download and update the files. this download and update takes approximately 30 minutes to complete. it will not run without a clean installation of the quickload database

update cd v3.8 64 bit program. you can download this from the www.neco2.com site. there are a few different ways you can utilize this disk, which depends on your desired method of use. if you have a new cartridge and would like to
download the latest updates to the cartridges you have loaded, you can do that. if you have loaded cartridges on the way to the range and you would like to load cartridges at the range, you can do that. you can also load data to your

range to bring it up to date. the software you are using will determine the method you can use to update your cartridges and range. click here to order. 5ec8ef588b
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